
 

 

Year group: Reception                 Date: 1.4.2020 

  Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 

English Read ‘Saving Easter’ to your 
child (either open the ebook 
or the pdf whichever works) 
Look at the pictures on 
challenge 1 sheet and see if 
you can sound out the word 
for each one. 

wing 

pot 

box 

sad 

Remember to use your Fred 
fingers when sounding out. 

Look at the challenge 2 
sheets and see if you can 
write a caption for the 
picture.  

Here are some ideas to 
write.: 

Lots of eggs 

Sat in the nest 

Dig up the mud 

Try to hold the caption in 
your head before writing it 
down. Don’t forget your 
finger spaces :) 

Look at the challenge 3 
sheet and see if you can 
write a sentence or 2 about 
the two pictures.  

Your adult can give you any 
key words you might need 
(words that they would not 
be able to sound out 
themselves e.g. foxes) most 
they should be able to 
sound out if they use their 
sound mat! We would love 
to see some great 
adjectives in there to 
describe the pictures to.  

Maths Easter Egg addition for 
you lovely lot today. 
 
 Remember when we add 
groups together we have 
to count how many we have 
altogether! The Easter 
Bunny has been collecting 
coloured eggs can you help 
him count the total—see 
sheet below! 

We are attempting to 
halve amounts today. 
Have a look at the Pirate 
halving PowerPoint on the 
website and then see the 
attached sheet below to 
practice halving amounts 
practically yourself. You 
could draw if you have 
nothing to help you.—
there is a step by step 
guide below! 
 

Today you are thinking 
about halving– look at the 
halving powerpoint on the 
website to remind 
yourself and then have a 
go at halving the spots on 
the ladybird (see below) 
Extension— some 
numbers cant be halved 
(odd ones) have a go at 
exploring odd and even 
numbers (see sheet 
below) 
 

Phonics/
Reading 

Tricky word splat! See 
separate sheet underneath 
for instructions but this 
groups words are: 
I 
to 
no 
the 

Tricky word splat! See 
separate sheet underneath 
for instructions but this 
groups words are (plus C1 
too): 
into 
of 
you 
all 
are 

Tricky word splat! See 
separate sheet underneath 
for instructions but this 
groups words are (plus C1 & 
2 too): 
we  
be 
she 
he 
my 

 
Creative 

 Have a go at getting messy today! 
 

Below are some pictures of easter egg potato printing. If you can have 
a go with paints, a potatoe and some paper ( or your homework book) 
Ask an adult to help if you want your potato to have some shapes cut 

out of it. We look forward to seeing your creations. 

Please find todays learning tasks below. 

The table below explains the tasks and you will find the resources underneath. 

YOU DO NOT NEED TO PRINT PAGES  

use your homework OR doodle book for writing, drawing and recording activities detailed below. 





Remember to use your 

Fred fingers to sound 

out words 



Don’t forget to use 

finger spaces after 

every word 


















